**PEW-END DEDICATED IN CHAPEL SERVICE**

Saturday, April 30 — Mr. William Greenwood Wendell, Instructor in Romance Languages, unveiled a pew-end which he and his wife have given in memory of Mr. Wendell's mother, Mrs. Edith Greenwood Wendell, at the Chapel service this afternoon.

The pew-end, the twenty-fifth to be dedicated in the chapel, is a representation of the old Wethersfield family home, now Wethersfield State Hospital, in Plainfield, N. H., and on the final is a reproduction of the map of the States, copied from the Wendell coat of arms.

The pew-end was accepted and blessed in the name of the late Mrs. Wendell by President Ogilvy, who paid a tribute to the memory of his old professor. Dr. Ogilvy also announced that the pew-end is particularly fitting that the pew-end should be dedicated today, March 29, which was given by the Harvard men, for it was at Harvard that Mrs. Wendell's husband attended for the greater part of his life.

**ERKINE HAWKINS PREPARED TO SYMPHONIC BALL FRATERNITIES TO BE ALLOWED TO HOLD HOUSE DANCES UNTIL ONE O'CLOCK**

**LIVINGSTON TO PLAY**

Sweet Swing Band to Second Feature Orchestra at Dance During Trinty College Commencement.
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Fun and Frollic
Rapidly approaching is the much-talked of and long-looked-forward-to Spring Dance. Everyone is sparkling with enthusiasm, which portends one of the most brilliant formal gatherings at Trinity in many years. The tremendous excitement which the nearing feature of socializing in the student body is to be highly lauded.

The two bands which will play alternately at the Spring Dance on May 12 should prove highly profitable as well as vastly entertaining. The Jeeters' production of "Journey's End" on the following night promises to be one of the most successful vehicles presented at Trinity, and an auditorium has been secured with ample seating capacity to accommodate the enormous influx of students. Fraternity dances which will be held afterwards to complete the evening are planning house parties starting their play at eight o'clock in order to allow more time for fraternity dances which will be held afterwards to complete the evening. Special consideration has been given by the Faculty Committee on Student Organizations who recently announced that fraternities would be permitted to run their Saturday night dances until 1 a.m., to compensate for any loss of time necessitated by the Jeeters' play which precedes.

Additional activities various interest clubs, softball games, cocktail parties, formal dinners, and barn dances will enhance the splendor of the 1939 Spring Dance week-end, and, if the present enthusiasm continues to grow, will make it one to be long remembered.

House Parties Planned
(Continued from page 1)
that is not attractive. (It is suggested that the committee should send a representative to the English A meeting at the college on Wednesday.) Posters have been pasted on Asylum Street, and the name of that "dance hall where all the young fellows go for a Saturday night," will henceforth be known as the "Skidmore Social Club." The "Hog" River is no more.

A last-minute bulletin from a well-known and loved Trinity senior, now working for the Spring Band Committee as an undercover agent on the police force, states that special detective assignments will be given to the parties to make sure that Trinity students will have an open access to all. If you desire a bench, simply present some form of identification to the nearest officer, a Treasurer's bill or a notice from the Dean, and he will pick out a suitable one for you. A whistle from the publicity committee means that chapels and beer parlors have entirely supplanted the streets and town, and that the Mayoral has decided to give away the dance hall to the city property. So anyone who wants it (duplicates have been issued) can use sky-writing for its advertisement, but no others when it is a success.

Additional donations are requested. Reports from the college, and these are authoritative, say that the fraternity houses are planning house parties for the Spring Dance week-end. Tentative plans are as follows:

Alpha Chi-Rho—House party, formal dinner Friday night, possibly barn dance Saturday night.
Alpha Delta Phi—House party, informal Saturday night.


daydreams.

The library has just received a large volume of books on the history of the United States and European history, which are authoritative, say that the fraternity houses are planning house parties for the Spring Dance week-end. Tentative plans are as follows:

About the book: "The Devil's Dictionary" is a satirical work of literature that parodies the Dictionary of the English language, using it to comment on society and politics. The book contains definitions of popular words in a humorous and satirical way, with the purpose of exposing the superficiality of modern language. It was written by Ambrose Bierce, an American author, journalist, and critic, and was first published in 1911. The book is known for its clever and sharp wit, often using irony and sarcasm to criticize contemporary society. It is considered a classic of American literature and is still popular today for its clever wordplay and biting commentary on the world. The book has been adapted into various forms, including a film and a TV series, and has been translated into many languages. Overall, it is a work that celebrates the power of language and the importance of critical thinking. The Devil's Dictionary has been praised for its ingenious and entertaining approach to language, and is still widely read and enjoyed today. It is a work that invites readers to think critically about the world around them and to question the assumptions and conventions of contemporary society.
Blue and Gold Nine
Whips Clark Easily
MORRIS PITCHES WELL
Jesseemer Garners Eight Runs On
Nine Hits as Hilltoppers
Win By 8-1 Score

Worcester, Saturday, April 29—
After entering the season with the Trinity baseball team came through with its first victory of the season when it downed the Clark University nine by an 8-1 score this afternoon at Alumni Field.

Captain Ed Morris allowed the Scarlet eight scattered hits and one
base on balls and in his team's se-
nected nine bingles from two Clark
batters. The dependable right arm
of the Blue and Gold pitcher was
good enough to strike out six oppo
nents and move around two free
Trinity men fanned by the pair of
Clark twirlers.

Trinity's power at bat was due to
Ralph Shelly, Bill Kelly, and Ed
Morris. Shelly, playing in right
field instead of the keystone sack, be
cause of an injured hand, slugged
a single, double, and a triple in as
many trips to the plate. Winning
pitcher Morris helped to win his own
game in a more convincing manner
when he connected for two hits in a
two-out at-bat. Bill Kelly, sterling
left fielder, made up for two more
Trinity hits in five tries.

The single tally tallied by Clark
came from the lone pass allowed by
Morris in the sixth inning. After
fanning George Powers, Clark left
fielder, Morris walked Viens, dan
gerous Steinbok, who was advanced to third on McInerny's second hit of the day. When Kasarian, Trinity shortstop, misplayed the play, Viens scored, but the side was retired in short order as Donahue fanned out.

In the opening frame the Hilltoppers
dropped down to pounding the slats of Bay Balcom, who also batted in the clean-up position for his team
mates. Frank Mulheasy's single hit of the day accounted for Trinity's initial run when Ralph Shelly reached second on a pass and a stolen base, and then crossed the plate as the Trinity center fielder fumbled a hard one off the bat of Shelly.

With Mulheasy on second, after Basine's error on the throw-in, Deed Harris' hit an infield grender, but Donahue threw wide to first and Mulheasy scooped for two.

Two more runs were added in the
third as Ralph Shelly opened up with a single and stole second, and Donahue chased a fly to third on Bill Kelly's single. Harris then reached third. He crossed the plate when Ed Morris connected for another hit. Both Kelly and Morris scored on the steal of third on Mulheasy sacrificed. The bases were filled when Frank, playing on the

"hot sock," flubbed Deed Harris' sin
gle. Kelly made it 4-0 for Trinity on a sacrifice fly from the bat of Pete Ribi, Blue and Gold catcher.

The next two Trinity runs were
garnered in the fifth. Morris drew a
pass and stole second. Then Frank Mulheasy smashed out a singling ball which was muffed by Donahue. This
display sent in Morris, and Mulheasy went to third on Harris' single. He
later scored on Capobianco's sacrifice
drive to right.

Again in the next frame the Hill
toppers repeated their performances of the preceding inning and chalked up two more counters. Shelly, despite a burned hand which kept him out of the Norvich game, doubled for his third hit of the day and came in on Bill Kelly's single. Kelly stole sec
done and Morris brought him in with a single to left.

Trinity

AB H O A
Shelly, rf 3 3 1 0
Kelly, if 2 2 1 0
Morris, p 4 2 0 0
Mulheasy, cf 5 1 1 0
Harris, if 1 1 1 0
Ribi, c 3 0 1 0
Capobianco, 2b 3 0 4 1
Kasarian, 1b 4 0 1 0
Total 36 9 27 13

Hilltoppers

AB H O A
Viens, c 4 3 3 0
McInerny, cf 4 3 3 0
Powers, 1b 4 4 2 0
Balcom, p 4 0 0 0
Clair, lb 4 0 0 0
Harris, 3b 5 1 2 4
Fontaneda, 1b 3 3 1 0
Powers, if 3 2 2 0
O'Brien, ss 2 1 1 0
Donahue, ss 1 0 0 0
Total 28 9 27 13

Runs, Shelly, Kelly 2, Mulheasy 5, Morris, Viens, errors, races 2, Fraus, Racines, Kasarman, Thomson; stolen bases, Shelly 5, Morris, Kelly; two base hits, Shelly, Morris, Mulheasy; three-base hit, Shelly; sacrifices, Steinbok, O'Brien, Kasarman. Time outs, firsts in the field events; and Rains
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HORACE TAFT SPEAKS ABOUT MERIT SYSTEM
Spoils System Costs a Billion Per Year; Merit System Seen as Solution
(Continued from page 1.)
The trouble in the beginning was that there was no pension system. Old men were given jobs as friends, so that new men with fresh ideas found positions difficult to get. But when Andrew Jackson said: "Andrew Jackson said: "There is no pension system. But when men were reluctant to leave, so that there was no pension system." Andrew Jackson said: "There is no pension system. Positions difficult to get. But when men were reluctant to leave, so that there was no pension system." Andrew Jackson said: "There is no pension system. But when

JESTERS' PRODUCTION NEARING COMPLETION
(Continued from page 1.)
in his recent visit here, that his first big role was that of Raleigh in "Journey's End." The lighting and sound-effect angles will be taken care of by Stitt, who has a sound machine which can do a lot of things. The Jester's production director, Stitt, was given a triumphal shout to the sound of a pin dropping. In a formal statement for the press, the President of the Jesters stated that, "There will be something special in store for everyone." After seeing the Broadway production, that presumably means bombs dropping from the ceiling and exploding in the air, gas attacks in the first five rows of the orchestra and shrugged in the balcony. The stagehands refused to comment upon the scenery but managed to murmur over and over, "Revolver, revolvers."

Under capable leadership, the publicity department has been forging ahead. The first tickets were issued last week, and since then have been selling rapidly. Over 750 invitations have been sent out to friends and patrons of the club. Hartford is being pasted with 200 posters, ticket offices have been set up in several places downtown and in the college office, and every Jester has been authorized to sell as many tickets as he can. For those few students who are still unable to find their way about the precarious streets of the "Insurance" City, maps are being prepared which will outline the routes to the Bulkeley Auditorium in language that even a college student can understand.

In order that the fairer sex may attend the performance in suitable numbers, a ratio of one to one or even better is desirable. The ticket managers have sent invitations to all the prominent girls' schools and colleges within striking distance. Several neighboring prep schools intend to send groups to view the performance. There will also be a delegation present from the French Convention which will be held at Trinity on the same week. Several business assistants left for Wellesley and Buckmores last Friday to enlist student aid at those institutions, but upon their return were too exhausted and happy to relive the results of their ventures.

Hoping to have a large number of societies at the play, the officers of the club have sent an invitation to Dick Bartholomew, former Trinity Jester, and other letters were discovered last week addressed to the White House, to Hedy LaMarr (Miss Lamm), Bette Davis, and Priscilla Lane. No replies have been received yet. Most of the fraternity houses have enthusiastically given their support to the play. The members of one house declared that if any of the one thousand seats in the Auditorium were vacant, they would go out before the curtain and fill them.

THE PRESENT
R. C. Sherriff's "JOURNEY'S END"
In Bulkeley High School Auditorium
Saturday Evening, May 13, 1939, at Eight o'clock
Special Student Rates—50 Cents

HORAN'S FLOWER SHOP
South Whitney Street
Hartford, Conn.

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

J. S. BENNETT
Sales RADIO Service
408 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE
HARTFORD
Telephone 6-2170

ERROL FLYNN
THE RIGHT COMBINATION SATISFIES MILLIONS

The editors of The Trinity Review have announced the publication of the spring issue of the college's literary magazine for the middle of May. Many contributions have been received, and a larger magazine is hoped for this time. There is also an improvement in the quality of the manuscripts which have been submitted, indicating a higher caliber than that of the first issue.

Many complimentary letters have been received from alumni, and subscriptions from the alumni have trebled. It is hoped that these hundred copies of the Review will be sold within the college. The price of the magazine is fifty cents for students.

The new board of the Review, to operate next year, will be announced in the magazine.

DENTISTRY
The field of dentistry offers the college student an attractive career. It provides a modest student scholarship, good working conditions, and a steady income, and an opportunity for research and teaching in this field of study.

The Dean of the Trinity Review, who is opening the field of dentistry, has been asked by many prominent girls' schools and colleges who are occupying positions of importance in this profession throughout the world.

The Trinity Review is interested in this profession as a source of information and materials for applicants to apply for further study. University of Pennsylvania 4th and Ritter Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE TRINITY TRIPOD
May 2, 1939

THE RIGHT COMBINATION
of the world's best cigarette tobaccos, THEY'RE MIGHTIER...THEY TASTE BETTER

Chesterfield's Happy Combination (blend) of the finest American and Turkish tobaccos satisfies millions because it gives them smoking pleasure they get from no other cigarette. Refreshing mildness, better taste and more pleasing aroma are Chesterfield's feature attractions with smokers everywhere.

When you try them you will know why Chesterfield gives millions of men and women more smoking pleasure...why they SATISFY

Copyright 1939, General & Miles Tobacco Co.